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Abstract. We argue that a general theory of trust in networks of hu-
mans and computers must be build on both a theory of behavioral trust
and a theory of computational trust. This argument is motivated by in-
creased participation of people in social networking, crowdsourcing, hu-
man computation, and socio-economic protocols, e.g., protocols
modeled by trust and gift-exchange games [3,10,11], norms-establishing
contracts [1], and scams [6,35,33]. User participation in these protocols
relies primarily on trust, since on-line verification of protocol compli-
ance is often impractical; e.g., verification can lead to undecidable prob-
lems, co-NP complete test procedures, and user inconvenience. Trust
is captured by participant preferences (i.e., risk and betrayal aversion)
and beliefs in the trustworthiness of other protocol participants [11,10].
Both preferences and beliefs can be enhanced whenever protocol non-
compliance leads to punishment of untrustworthy participants [11,23];
i.e., it seems natural that betrayal aversion can be decreased and belief
in trustworthiness increased by properly defined punishment [1]. We ar-
gue that a general theory of trust should focus on the establishment of
new trust relations where none were possible before. This focus would
help create new economic opportunities by increasing the pool of us-
able services, removing cooperation barriers among users, and at the
very least, taking advantage of “network effects.” Hence a new theory of
trust would also help focus security research in areas that promote trust-
enhancement infrastructures in human and computer networks. Finally,
we argue that a general theory of trust should mirror, to the largest
possible extent, human expectations and mental models of trust without
relying on false methaphors and analogies with the physical world.

1 Introduction

Consider this fundamental question: How can I, a human, trust the information
I receive through the Internet? This question’s relevance has grown with the
advent of socially intelligent computing, which includes social networking, crowd
sourcing, and human computation. Socially intelligent computing recognizes the
increasing opportunities for humans to work with each other relying on input
from both humans and computers in order to solve problems and make decisions.
When we read a Wikipedia page, how can we trust its contents? We need to
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trust the person who wrote the page, the computer that hosts the page, the
channel over which the message that contains the page contents are sent to the
reader, and finally the computer that receives the message that contains the
page contents.

We seek a general theory of trust for networks of humans and computers.
Our main idea is that for a general theory we need to build on both a the-
ory of behavioral trust to complement and reinforce a theory of computational
trust. Behavioral trust defines trust relations among people and organizations;
computational trust, among devices, computers, and networks. Towards build-
ing a general theory of trust through combining ideas from behavioral trust and
computational trust, we moreover argue that there is new economic value to be
gained, raising new opportunities for technological innovation.

The True State of Affairs. Toward a general theory of trust, let’s review from
computer science and the social and economic sciences, the state of the art, since
it is not as rosy as we would like. Over the past three decades, research on trust
in computer networks focused on specific properties, e.g., authentication and
access-control trust, in traditional distributed systems and networks [4,22,13]),
mobile ad-hoc networks [12,31,25,36,5,32,38,27,26,18], and applications [19,21].
Lack of a formal theory of trust has had visible consequences: definitions of
trust are often ad-hoc, and trust relations among different network components
and applications are hidden or unknown. Often trust definitions underlying the
design of secure protocols are misunderstood by both network designers and
users, and lead to unforeseen attacks [30]. Similarly, despite a vast body of work
on trust in the social sciences [16,24], we do not have a formal theory of trust
among groups of humans, social and business organizations. Instead, trust is
defined by example in different areas of economics, sociology and psychology,
and no generally accepted theory of trust exists to date. Hence, we neither have
a formal theory of trust for computers nor one for humans; and we certainly
do not have a formal theory of trust for networks of humans and computers to
date. Yet it is quite clear that such a theory is needed in the light of complex
interactions in networks of humans and computers in the Internet.

This paper’s main contributions to the computer security community are: (1)
asking our opening question of trust where humans are as much a part of the
system as computers; (2) introducing behavioral trust as a seed toward answering
the question; (3) arguing the new economic value introduced by a general theory
of trust based on the combination of behavioral trust and computational trust.

2 Impact of a Theory of Trust

We anticipate that a new theory of trust will have significant impact on several
important areas of network economics, security, and usability.

New Economic Value. A new theory of trust should explain the establishment of
new trust relations where none existed before. The expansion in the kinds of and
numbers of trust relations in human and computer networks clearly helps create
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new economic opportunities and value. New trust relations increase the pool of
usable services, remove cooperation barriers among users, and at the very least,
take advantage of “network effects.” Cloud computing is the most obvious ex-
ample of new kinds and numbers of trust relations: people trust companies, e.g.,
Google, Facebook, and Amazon, with all sorts of personal data, and moreover
people trust these companies’ computing infrastructure to store and manage
their data. New trust relations also help increase competition among network
service providers, which spurs innovation, productivity, expanded markets, and
ultimately economic development.

New Focus for Security Research. Much of the past research on trust establish-
ment focused on (formal) derivation of new trust relations from old ones; e.g.,
trusted third-party services, transitive trust relations, delegation. In contrast
with prior research, we seek a theory of trust which explains how to create new
trust relations that are not derived from old ones, and create new opportuni-
ties for cooperation among users and among services. For example, it should
be possible to establish private, pair-wise trust relations between two untrust-
ing parties that do not necessarily share a common trusted service, such as
eBay, which enables reputation systems to work; or a common social network,
which might enable recommendations systems to work. While helpful in many
cases, trusted third parties create additional complexity and uncertainty, and
sometimes become an attractive attack target (e.g., Google). Instead, we seek
network infrastructures that enable unmediated trust relations, which take us
beyond the realm of various (re)interpretations of the end-to-end argument at
the application level [7]. In this paper, we argue that network infrastructures
that support the establishment of behavioral trust, which lower risk and betrayal
aversion between untrusting parties and increase beliefs in trustworthiness be-
tween these parties, will spur establishment of unmediated trust relations, and
as a consequence create new economic value.

Usable Models of Trust. A new theory of trust should be useful for casual users,
not just for network and application-service designers. To be useful, such a theory
must be easily understandable by designers and users alike. And to be under-
standable, a theory of trust has to mirror, to a large extent, human expectations
and mental models of trust. For example, users understand how to separate and
protect physical and financial assets in everyday activity. Similarly, they would
understand and expect computer systems networks to enable them to separate
information assets, be they local system services or financial data held by bank
servers. Furthermore, a new theory of trust must not create false metaphors
and analogies with the physical world. The email trust model is an example of
false expectations: the widespread user expectation that electronic mail would
mirror the trust model of physical mail (e.g., authenticity, confidentiality, non-
repudiation of receipt, delivery in bounded time) has misled many unsuspect-
ing users into accepting spam, misleading ads, and malware. In contrast, the
trust model of eBay follows a well-established, traditional human trust example:
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Fig. 1. Simple Communication Model: Entities and Channels

it establishes trust relations based on reputation, and to counter inevitable pro-
toctol non-compliance and trust failures, it uses insurance-based recovery mech-
anisms.

We begin with a simple communication model (Section 3), primarily to state
our assumptions. In addressing our opening motivating question, we focus on no-
tions from computational trust (Section 4) that leads us naturally to introduce
notions from behavioral trust (Section 5). We explore in Section 6 the implica-
tions of behavioral trust for the creation of novel computing and institutional
infrastructures. We close in Section 7 with directions for future research.

3 A Simple Communication Model

We assume a network of parties who exchange information with each other over
communication channels. When party A (Alice) sends information to party B
(Bob), we call A the sender and B the receiver. Senders and receivers could
be human users, network hosts, network applications, and even purveyors of
malware (see Figure 1). To focus on trust in networks of humans and computers,
we need a simple communication model that allows us to separate questions
of sender/receiver behavior from more traditional questions of trust specific to
communication-channel security, privacy and availability.

Communication-Model Assumptions. Figure 1 summarizes our main assump-
tions: communication channels are secure and private, and trusted paths can be
used by users to communicate with their local computers. We also assume that all
communication channels are available for sender-receiver communication when-
ever needed. Furthermore, we assume that the receiver’s and sender’s interfaces
to communication channels are penetration resistant. Properties of penetration
resistance are relatively well understood and have already been formally defined
[15]. Recent research [17,28] illustrate how attack surfaces exposed by these, and
other, interfaces can be measured and reduced.
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4 Computational Trust Overview

Let’s tease apart the opening motivating question “How can I trust the informa-
tion I receive?” in a purely computational setting. This information is produced
by another, possibly anonymous party, or multiple parties, and arrives via mes-
sages on communication channels. Thus, first we equate “information” to be lit-
erally “contents of messages” (or for brevity, “messages”). We then decompose
this question into two separate sub-questions: “Is the communication channel
via which I receive messages from a sender secure?” and “How can I trust the
sender of the messages I receive?” This decomposition allows us to equate trust
in the information I receive with the act of trusting the sender. Let’s consider
the first sub-question. Since we assume secure communication channels, we rule
out undetectable corruption, insertion, and replay of the messages received by a
third party. Similarly, receipt of secret information over a secure channel rules
out non-negligible secret leakage to a third party and reduces any confidentiality
concern to trusting the sender with keeping that secret.

In short, assuming the security of communication channels, the question of
“How can I trust the information I receive?” (possibly via an anonymous channel)
reduces to: “How can I trust the sender of the message I receive?” For example,
if I click on a link to a website, can I trust the contents of the message received
from that website? Of course, similar questions can be asked in the context of
multiple message exchanges and multiple protocol participants. For much of the
balance of this paper, we focus on possible answers to this question and assume
that communication takes place over secure channels; i.e., we separate concerns
of communication security from the act of trusting the sender by the receiver.

Value Underlying the Act of Trusting the Sender. In sender-receiver communi-
cation, both the sender and the receiver must derive some value, i.e., the benefit
of communication must exceed the cost. If there is no value for either sender or
receiver, the question of trusting the message sender does not arise, since com-
munication does not take place. For the receiver, value materializes whenever
the receiver depends on that information for further action, e.g., the receiver
uses the information to invest resources. For example, reading the contents of a
message may be very beneficial to the receiver, as the message may contain a
program which solves a problem the receiver could not solve himself. However,
executing that program on the receiver’s system may also have an unexpectedly
high cost, e.g., the program may contain “malware” that damages his system,
or provides incorrect results, which may cause the receiver to take costly future
actions. Hence, the receiver has to decide whether the value derived from read-
ing a message received exceeds the cost of the potential damage caused by that
message.

Similarly, a sender derives value in responding to a request from a receiver.
The sender benefit materializes whenever there is a payment transfer from the
receiver, or when a request represented by a click on a link to the sender’s website
is monetized. However, when processing the response, a sender uses its resources
at some cost, which must be lower than its benefit.
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4.1 Isolation

Isolation from Sender’s Behavior Implies No Trust is Needed. Let’s return to
our simple question of “How can I trust the sender of the message I receive?”
Suppose that the receiver can verify the validity of the message at a reasonably
low cost, certainly lower than the benefit derived from it. That is, the receiver
can derive value from the message received by verifying all its properties that
could affect his resource investment and future state. For example, suppose that
the receiver can verify whether the message contains malware, incorrect solutions
to a problem of interest, incorrect proofs, or other disinformation. If verification
indicates that the received information is valid, then the receiver can act on it
and be better off than before. Otherwise, the receiver can reject it, and avoid
negative consequences. In short, verification of message properties isolates the
receiver from a malicious or incompetent sender. That is, regardless of what
message the sender sends the receiver, her input to the receiver cannot damage
the receiver. Hence, there is no need to trust the sender. Isolation establishes a
well-defined boundary or interface between the sender’s and receiver’s interests.
Figure 2 illustrates the role of a receiver’s isolation from the sender’s behavior.

In practice, support for isolation can be implemented by means other than
direct receiver verification. One way is to get a second opinion from a different
independent sender, thereby protecting the receiver from the interests and/or
competence of the first sender. For example, two independent authorities that
provide acceptable answers on a subject matter may offer independent advice
in response to a query. A positive comparison, which indicates that the two
independent advice messages are similar, would cause the receiver to trust the
(original) message more than before, and perhaps simply to accept the first
sender’s message as valid without further checking. However, a negative com-
parison would mean that the advice messages are contradictory, and thus the
second opinion would offer no help in isolating the receiver from a malicious or
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incompetent authority. Furthermore, for a second opinion to be useful, it also
has to be available whenever needed. Receiving messages from an authority on
a particular subject of interest to the receiver can be expensive, and the cost
of soliciting advice from multiple authorities may exceed the receiver’s benefit.
The notion of “second opinion” generalizes to “n opinions,” but at a cost.

Another way to achieve isolation from a sender is by outsourcing validation,
e.g., via a recommendation system whereby multiple parties independently eval-
uate (e.g., score) the validity of the message received from that sender. Unlike
the case where the receiver gets a second opinion from an independent authority,
a recommendation system allows inconsistent evaluation of a sender’s message
by independent parties. In effect, the receiver outsources the decision to trust the
message (and thus implicitly trust the sender) to a crowd of recommenders. The
receiver’s decision whether to accept a message from a sender would be based
on the dominant recommendation made by a crowd of independent evaluators.
To be useful, however, recommender systems must make available a sufficient
number of independent recommendations when needed by a receiver. Availabil-
ity of a sufficiently large number of independent evaluations helps assure that
various biases about the particular message content (and thus sender) are di-
minished. A more challenging situation is when there is lack of independence of
the recommenders.

While receiver verification of a sender’s input message represents a major part
of receiver isolation from sender behavior, it is not the only isolation property
that protects against a malicious or incompetent sender. Isolation from a sender’s
behavior also requires the receiver to protect against the event that the sender
does not reply to the receiver’s query in due time. In short, because a sender may
not comply with communication protocol requirements (e.g., protocol norms,
use agreements) receiver’s isolation from sender’s behavior, comprises: (1) the
verification of a received message and (2) protection against deliberate sender
non-responsiveness (independent of any network availability concerns, which we
assume away by our communication model).

4.2 Trustworthiness and Correctness

Trustworthiness is Stronger than Correctness. Traditionally, the notion of trust-
worthiness in computer security has been identified with that of correctness. For
example, this interpretation of trustworthy computer systems is embodied in all
evaluation criteria, from the Orange Book (1985), to EU’s ITSEC (1987), and
to Common Criteria (1996). In fact, these evaluation criteria have tiered lev-
els of correctness (assurance). However, the notion of trustworthiness is strictly
stronger than the notion of correctness. In our example, the correctness of the
sender’s code is a necessary condition for sender’s trustworthiness, but it is not
a sufficient condition. Why? A sender (computational entity) that satisfies its
specifications may still use input of uncertain validity from a human in prepar-
ing its response to the receiver. Or the sender may not start in a correct initial
state (e.g., after a crash). Or it may not be configured correctly. As a result,
we must think of a sender’s trustworthiness as a combination of computational
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correctness properties and human trustworthy behavior. In other words, when-
ever we have a human in the trust loop, the notion of trustworthiness must
incorporate both a computational primitive, namely correctness, and a behavior
trust primitive, namely beliefs of human trustworthiness.

To establish a sender’s trustworthiness a receiver needs to verify the validity
of trustworthiness evidence both in a computational (e.g., by checking proofs of
response validity or using proof-carrying code, to protect herself from incorrect,
stale, inconsistent evidence) and a behavioral setting (e.g., beliefs established
as a results of trust and gift-exchange games—see discussion below). Also, the
delivery mechanism for obtaining evidence of sender’s trustworthiness, whether
on-line via secure and available channels or off-line, ultimately raises different,
but separate, questions of trust, as already discussed above.

We note in passing that sender trustworthiness itself may require sender’s
isolation from receivers. For example, in traditional security settings, a sender
responds to multiple receivers’ requests via channels with fairly complex in-
terfaces (e.g., large, complex sender code typically has a wide attack surface).
Competing receivers may, in fact, penetrate the sender and invalidate all sender’s
evidence of trustworthiness. This explains the key underlying requirement that
security kernels (and trustworthy computing bases, in general) need isolation to
be trustworthy, and illustrates further the need for our penetration-resistance
assumption of channel interfaces.

Separation of Sender’s Trustworthiness from Receiver Isolation. Suppose that
the receiver can obtain incontrovertible evidence that the sender’s trustworthi-
ness; i.e., both computationally and behaviorally. Then the receiver can accept
all messages from the sender without additional verification. The sender is trust-
worthy by definition, and hence the receiver need not isolate himself from the
sender.

4.3 The Act of Trusting the Sender

Now suppose that the receiver cannot isolate himself from a sender. For example,
isolation is not possible in cases when the receiver cannot verify the output be-
havior of a program contained in a sender’s message, since such verification may
lead to an undecidable problem. Or, the verification cost may exceed the value
of the response to the receiver; e.g., the receiver may have to verify the solution
to a co-NP complete problem, which is very unlikely to be possible in polyno-
mial time. Or, a second opinion regarding the validity of a message received and
outsourced message-validity checking may be unavailable. Furthermore, suppose
that the cost of obtaining and checking evidence of sender’s trustworthiness may
be too high.

In such cases, the receiver can extract the value of communicating with the
sender only if the receiver agrees: to wait for the response to his query without
any guarantee of a response, and to accept the sender’s message received without
verifying its validity. That is, the receiver benefits only if the receiver trusts the
sender. There must be value to the receiver in waiting for the sender’s message
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and accepting it without verification, even in the absence of evidence of sender
trustworthiness or protection against invalid sender messages. The essence of
trusting the sender is that the receiver places himself and his resources at the
disposal of the sender without any protection against being cheated, misinformed,
or otherwise led down a garden path. Why would the receiver do this? Because
there is tangible value to be had.

Value Outcomes of the Act of Trust: The act of trusting transfers value from the
receiver of information to the sender and back, at a cost.

Here now is the link between computational trust and behavioral trust. Consider
henceforth the receiver to be the “trustor” or “investor” and the sender to be
the “trustee.” The trustor incurs a cost by clicking on a link to the trustee.
This cost, for example, could be the cost of executing the action or opportunity
cost (of not clicking on a different link). Yet the trustor willingly transfers value
to (e.g., pays) the trustee. In addition, the market may amplify the trustor’s
transfer, as it may help the trustee monetize the trustor’s click. The trustee can
choose to transfer value back to the trustor, as it expands resources to respond
correctly to the trustor’s request, instead of cheating, i.e., instead of providing an
arbitrary response, if not a malicious one, a partial response, or no response at all.
However, if the trustor anticipates that the trustee will cheat, the trustor would
avoid contacting the trustee (i.e., by not clicking on the link for a website), and
no value would be exchanged. In summary, the act of trusting has the following
three possible value outcomes:

1) if the trustor trusts the trustee and the trustee is trustworthy, then both the
trustor and trustee are better off than before executing the protocol, i.e.,
cooperation pays off.

2) if the trustor trusts the trustee and the trustee is untrustworthy, the trustee
is better off and the trustor is worse off than before, i.e., trustee has strong
incentive to cheat in the absence of a mechanism that protects the trustor.

3) if the trustor suspects that the trustee will cheat and hence, does not initiate
the protocol, no value is exchanged.

By building on computational techniques (e.g., cryptography, verification, fault-
tolerance) that give us trust among computational entities (e.g., computers and
networks) we are left with non-computational entities. Thus now when we talk
about trustors/receivers and trustees/senders we are talking about humans:
the person (sender) who wrote the code to be run remotely or who wrote the
Wikipedia page and the person (received) who requested the message contents,
e.g., by clicking on the webpage. This means we need to look at theories that
explain trust relations among humans.

5 Behavioral Trust Overview

One-shot Trust Games. Recent research in behavioral economics defines a game
that captures the notion of trust described above [3,11,10], which we present as
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a motivation for the foundations of behavioral trust. In a typical one-shot trust
game (illustrated in Figure 3), two players, the trustee A and trustor B, both
of whom remain anonymous, are endowed with $10 each by a dealer. Player B
must decide whether to hold on to his endowment or send it to A. If he sends
it to A, the dealer quadruples the transferred value received by A. Player A is
supposed to return half of her accumulated value (i.e., ($40 +$10)/2) to B. So
both players end up with $25 each if they cooperate, and only with their initial
$10 endowment, if they do not. If B transfers his endowment to A and A does
not comply with the protocol (i.e., A cheats and transfers less than $25), B loses
his endowment and receives less than the $25 expected, if anything. Depending
upon her behavior, A is left with as much as $50, and certainly with more than
the $25 guaranteed by cooperation, in worst-case cheating. That is, A retains
her initial endowment of $10 plus $40 representing the quadrupling of the value
transferred by B ($10) by the dealer. Hence, player A has an incentive to cheat.

The trust game mimics a sequential economic exchange in the absence of any
mechanism that would enforce a contract between players A and B, and has the
same flavor as the sender-receiver protocol outlined above in the absence of the
receiver B’s isolation and sender A’s trustworthiness; i.e., it illustrates receiver
B’s act of trusting sender A. Experiments in neuro-economics [11] show that
the vast majority of players in the role of B, namely 14 of 15 players, trust the
players in the role of A contrary to rational economic theory, which would have
each player pocket the $10 endowment and not play.

The trust game also illustrates the definition of cooperation and fairness norms
in sender-receiver protocols. Specifically, player A is supposed to send half of her
accumulated value to player B; i.e., ($40+$10)/2. If A decides not send $25
to player B, then B interprets this as a norms violation, or a protocol non-
compliance act.

The same experiments [11] also show that protocol non-compliance evokes a
sense of betrayal in player B and a desire to punish violator A, even if punishment
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Fig. 4. Experiments Illustrating Betrayal and Risk Aversion

comes at a cost to B. In the continuation of the trust game, player B is informed
of A’s protocol violation, is given one minute to decide whether, and how much,
to punish A, and his neural reaction is measured. Specifically, in a first experi-
ment, where punishment costs, player B is given 20 punishment units, U, each
costing B $1 and A $2; i.e., for every punishment unit U, B pays $1 so that A
loses $2. In another experiment, punishment is free; i.e., it costs B nothing to
reduce A’s ill-gotten gain by $2. In the third experiment punishment is symbolic;
i.e., neither B nor A incur any cost. Finally, in the last experiment A’s decision
to cheat is made by a device, at random; i.e., the device replaces cheating player
A. To measure player B’s neural response to punishment, a PET scan of B’s
brain was taken during the one-minute interval B’s decision was made. Figure
4 summarizes three outcomes of these experiments. First, player B is willing to
incur a cost to punish, and the amount of punishment inflicted was higher when
punishment was free. Second, player B derived satisfaction (i.e., felt rewarded)
proportional to the amount of punishment inflicted on cheating player A; i.e., the
stronger the satisfaction player B derived, the higher the cost he was willing to
incur. This indicates the strength of B’s aversion to being betrayed by A. It also
illustrates the fact that B’s punishment is altruistic, since he is willing to pay
to punish even though he is not deriving any material gain. Third, when cheat-
ing player A was replaced by a random device that is protocol non-compliant,
B’s desire to punish is negligible. This indicates that B’s aversion to the risk of
losing money when faced with an ambiguous outcome was different (i.e., lower)
from his aversion to being betrayed.
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The analogy between our sender-receiver protocol and a one-shot trust game
in economics can be valuable because behavioral economics has already discov-
ered the fundamental primitives comprising the act of trusting. Some of these
primitives have analogues in computer networks. Others complement these prim-
itives as they refer to the act of trusting among humans and apply directly to
human networks. In both cases, they address the need for network infrastructures
that promote value creation by trustor and trustee cooperation (as suggested by
Figure 5).

Behavioral-Trust Primitives. Behavioral trust is characterized by three indepen-
dent primitives studied extensively in economics. As the trust game suggests,
these are:

1) A trustor’s risk preferences. This captures the trustor’s (player B above) de-
gree of risk aversion when faced with ambiguous outcomes; i.e., the trustee’s
(player A above) trustworthiness is uncertain. Much of the research on de-
cision making under uncertainty relies on these asocial preferences [37,20].

2) A trustor’s social preferences. This captures the trustor’s degree of betrayal,
or non-reciprocation, aversion when faced with a trustee who may cheat
or perpetrate a scam [10,8,9]. Recent research also indicates that betrayal
aversion—a social preference—is very different from and independent of aso-
cial risk preferences. For example, in the one-shot trust game above, player
B’s neurological reaction is very different when the cheating player A is a hu-
man as opposed to a device, e.g., a computer. Recent research also suggests
that trust is partially heritable [10].

3) A trustor’s belief in trustworthiness of trustees. The trustor forms proba-
bility beliefs about a trustee’s actions and uses these beliefs to guide the
trusting act; e.g., it measures the difference between the expected utilities of
trust and distrust, both of which are computed using probability beliefs. Re-
cent research also indicates that trustworthiness beliefs are independent of a
trustor’s risk and social preferences. Trustworthiness beliefs can be enhanced
by reputation building opportunities, including reputation protocols, with or
without recommender features, etc. Gift-exchange games capture reputation
building in behavioral economics [10].

Standard models of trust, both in the social sciences (i.e., economics, sociol-
ogy and psychology) and computer science, rely on two of the three primitives
above: risk preferences and formation of trustworthiness beliefs. Hundreds of
articles have been published on these two primitives separately in the social
sciences [16,24] and computer science. However, there is little practical experi-
ence applying these notions in networks of computers and humans; e.g., only
eBay’s model of trust attempts to diminish risk aversion by offering insurance
to trustors and enhance trustors’ beliefs in trustees’ trustworthiness by reputa-
tion protocols. With the exception of recent research in behavioral trust, both
theory and practice missed the notion of betrayal aversion and its application in
networks of humans and computers.
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6 Usefulness of Behavioral Trust in Networks of Humans
and Computers

Is there Anything New in “Behavioral Trust?” Yes, betrayal aversion (as charac-
terized by social preferences). Standard economic models of trust account only
for trustors’ risk aversion and the role of reputation-formation institutions. These
models emphasize reputation and guided-belief-formation games, typically using
Bayesian updating procedures. Similarly, in computing, there have been several
reputation-building exchanges [19] and recommender systems with collaborative
filtering [29,14]. The experiments in neuro-economics mentioned above show that
betrayal aversion has a larger inhibiting role in the act of trusting than risk aver-
sion. Intuitively, people are more willing to take risks when faced with a certain
probability of bad luck than when faced with an identical probability of being
cheated by others.

Behavioral trust shows that standard economic models miss the betrayal-
aversion component of trust altogether, and hence they miss opportunities to
deal with it in a constructive way, i.e., build system infrastructures that deter
untrustworthy trustees from cheating. Intuition suggests that deterrence requires
punishment, and punishment requires accountability [23]. (Accountability is also
necessary in reputation-building exchanges, not just for deterrence.) However,
intuition does not explain what punishment and accountability infrastructures
are sufficient for deterrence; e.g., accountability does not prescribe any punish-
ment and it is unclear what type of punishment deters cheating and encourages
trustworthy behavior. Research is needed in this area.

Why Do We Expect Behavioral Trust to Create Value in Networks of Humans
and Computers? Trustworthiness beliefs are positively correlated with economic
prosperity (as measured by GDP), though no causal relationship has been es-
tablished, yet [10]. More acts of trusting (e.g., based on lower risk- and betrayal-
aversion and higher belief in trustworthiness), however, should lower the cost of
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economic transactions, promote trade, and hence create wealth [10]. Also, re-
strictive security mechanisms designed to protect parties involved in economic
transactions should diminish the need for acts of trusting but increase trans-
action cost. By analogy, the spread of the Internet and the Web, which was
largely built on (often unwarranted) acts of trusting, could be curbed by overly
restrictive security mechanisms.

If causality between the act of trusting and wealth creation has not been
proven, why should we really look at economic primitives to encourage acts of
trusting in networks of computers and humans? Because we need usable security
by humans. Current approaches have not been particularly successful and are
not scaling up to meet the increases in both functional demands and numbers of
participating entities. Most communication infrastructures built in computer sys-
tems and networks to date rely either on receiver-isolation mechanisms, namely
on verification of input content, or on (often unwarranted) beliefs of sender’s
trustworthiness. While isolation mechanisms are often necessary, they can be:
(1) cumbersome to use, (2) costly to obtain, set up and administer [23], and (3)
often psychologically less than acceptable; e.g., enforcing them promotes mistrust
and may be unappealing to use. In contrast, unwarranted acts of sender trust
have proven to be very dangerous as they can lead to breaches of security, rang-
ing from social scams, to identity theft, and to failures to protect the national
interests. We propose this alternative: the act of trusting based on evidence-
driven beliefs of trustworthiness and robust infrastructures for diminished risk-
and betrayal-aversion. In short, behavioral trust appears to be a good place to
start.

Are the Three Primitives of Behavioral Trust Sufficient? Or Are There Other
Trust “Determinants” That Are Unaccounted For (e.g., Religion, Ethnicity, Ge-
ography, History)? Current economic theory emphasizes that all individual be-
haviors, such as the act trusting others, are captured by (1) preferences and
(2) beliefs. To date, economic thought indicates that all other determinants are
already captured by preferences and beliefs primitives. The three independent
primitives discussed above, namely risk preferences, social preferences, and be-
liefs in trustworthiness are sufficient to characterize behavioral trust completely
[10].

Behavioral Trust Answers the Question “How can I believe the input I re-
ceive from a trustee?” What About Trusting the Trustee with the Secrecy of the
Trustor’s Sensitive Output? Behavioral trust captures both cases. In the lat-
ter, the trust game can also be gauged in terms of trusting the trustee with
maintaining the secrecy of output, e.g., digital rights management, information
leakage via covert channels, traitor tracing, and personal data. Output trust
is not explicitly addressed herein because we suspect it has similar behavioral
characteristics of those for input trust, though the details need to be worked out.

How Can Social “Institutions” (aka Infrastructures) Enhance The Act Of
Trusting? Economic theory shows that risk and social preferences are less mal-
leable than beliefs in trustworthiness. Then does it make sense to try to affect
them in an attempt to induce more trusting behaviors? First, since betrayal
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aversion is an inhibitor for the act of trusting, any institution that promotes de-
terrence against cheating trustees can lower betrayal aversion and increase trust.
Second, beliefs in trustworthiness of others, the most malleable of all three trust
primitives, can be institutionally increased; viz., different gift-exchange games
presented by Fehr et al [10] illustrate the formation of trustworthiness beliefs.
In computer networks, the formation of trustworthiness beliefs can illustrated
by reputation protocols, such as the ones used by eBay. Hence, creating network
and social infrastructures that lower betrayal and risk aversions and increase
beliefs in trustworthiness makes intuitive sense. This is summarized in Figure 6.

Like betrayal aversion, risk aversion can also be reduced institutionally to
encourage acts of trusting. However, institutional reduction of risk aversion may
create “moral hazard,” and hence trustors may become imprudent, e.g., may
take unwarranted risks in transactions where risk reductions are absent. Moral
hazard can be countered by infrastructure mechanisms that reduce risk at some
cost to trustors; for example, cost is incurred in invoking recovery mechanisms,
in purchasing and exercising insurance, and with credit misuse. Ebay’s insurance
protocol illustrates this idea in practice.

All proposed infrastructures must be carefully designed and analyzed since ad-
versaries (e.g., cheaters, scammers) may find ways to exploit weak mechanisms
and perpetrate more fraud. As always, the design of robust infrastructures must
account for the presence of (rigorously defined) adversaries. Note that the mix
of infrastructure protocols that would respond to adversary attacks can vary.
The vertical arrows of Figure 6 represent a graphical illustration of the idea that
the boundaries between different behavioral trust primitives and isolation mech-
anisms are flexible, and can be moved as applications demand. For example, in
some applications, one can rely on isolation alone, and then one need not develop
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protocols that enhance beliefs of trustworthiness, reduce risk and deter. In other
applications where isolation is impractical, one might rely more on recovery and
less on deterrence. Yet in others, accountability may lead to deterrence, in which
case one would rely on recovery to a smaller extent.

Are Beliefs in Trustworthiness of Others Long Lasting? Are They Self Reinforc-
ing and Can They Reach Stable Equilibrium? Available evidence in this area is
mixed; e.g, see research work cited in [10]. For example, it is unclear whether trust-
worthiness beliefs are self-reinforcing, despite some empirical evidence that this
may be the case. Furthermore, there is some evidence which indicates that, al-
though beliefs in trustworthiness can increase, initial high levels of trustworthi-
ness beliefs are not always sustainable. A consequence of this possibility would be
to sustain acts of trusting by external factors; e.g., periodic administrative action.

Can We Explain Social Scams as Games Based on Unwarranted Acts of Trust-
ing? Some scams illustrate how a trustee, often aided by social collaborators,
can induce an unsuspecting trustor to engage in social protocols and games
where eventually the trustor is cheated. The social scams described by Stajano
and Wilson [35] and Ryan [33] include, but are not necessarily limited to, some
trust-and gift-exchange games [10]. Christin et al. [6] illustrates how a trustee
extracts value from a trustor in one-click requests by delivering only blackmail.
The challenge seems to be in representing scams as sequences of games and then
studying their composition.

IfBehavioralTrust Is SoUseful,WhyHasn’t It BeenAlreadyAdoptedBySecurity
Economists? We see three reasons for this: (1) most security economists [2] have
used the standard economic models mentioned above, which include only risk pref-
erences and beliefs in trustworthiness of others, but have not incorporatedbetrayal
aversion in their models, and hence missed the related notions of institutionalized
deterrence; (2) recent work on social scams and what we can learn from them in se-
curity [35], though very interesting, has focused only on the relevance of risk pref-
erences of unsuspecting victims, decision making under uncertainty [20,37], and
bounded rationality [34]; (3) the value of institutionalized deterrence via norms-
based punishment has been investigated only very recently [1] and is largely un-
known in security economics to date. Provably effective norms definitions must be
provided to deter. Unreasonable norms seem to fail; e.g., folk tales have it that dur-
ing the Paris Commune (May–March, 1871), public hangings for those who pick-
pocket did not deter pick-pocketing at public hangings.

7 Directions for Further Research

7.1 Foundations

In our introduction we argued for the need of a general theory of trust in networks
of humans and computers. We pointed out the lack a theory of computational
trust, though we believe elements of this theory need to build on concepts such as
isolation, correctness, and trustworthiness as introduced in Section 4. So towards
a general theory of trust, our first task is to identify primitives of computational
trust akin to the three primitives of behavioral trust as introduced in Section 5.
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A second task is to understand the precise relationship between concepts from
computational trust and those from behavioral trust. Where are they the same?
Where are they different? How do they combine and interact? For example,
behavioral trust shares with computational trust the notion of belief in others
trustworthiness, e.g., gift-exchange games in economics and reputation-building
protocols in computer science. Both areas target robust game design, which
cannot be manipulated by unscrupulous trustees. The notion of risk aversion and
risk management are common to both but are treated differently in practice to
account for specific domain differences; e.g., one domain addresses social sciences
concerns whereas the other addresses concerns of computer network design.

7.2 Computer Systems, Network Architecture, Computer Security

Another premise of our work is that a general theory of trust will elucidate
potential for new economic value. In networks of humans and computers, there
are new trust relations that neither computational trust nor behavioral trust
address. A general theory will make these trust relations explicit and these new
trust relations can be monetized. What implications does this potential economic
value have on the design and implementation of computer systems, e.g., cloud
computing, and network architectures of the future?

A new theory should provide necessary and sufficient conditions for practical
network infrastructures that can enhance the creation of trust relations where
none were possible before. Focus on network infrastructures that support be-
havioral trust poses an interesting challenge for security research: What security
mechanisms and policies spur creation of new economic opportunities? This ques-
tion is motivated, in part, by a direct analogy between security mechanisms in
computing networks and those in transportation systems. For example, air breaks
in railcars (a safety invention of George Westinghouses in 1869) and automated
railway signals and train stops (developed at Westinghouses Union Switch and
Signal during 1882-1901) played major roles in substantial safe increases of train
speeds, railroad commerce, and economic opportunities. Much of the past secu-
rity research has been dedicated to mechanisms and policies that prevent loss. In
contrast, we expect that a similar causality to that between increased railroad
commerce in the 19th century and increased economic value, which has been
firmly established by economics, will be proven to hold between network infras-
tructures that promote trust and thus economic development. What evidence
do we have for this seemingly unusual expectation? The correlation between in-
creased trust and economic development, while not proven to be an economic
causality yet, is unambiguous: countries where survey-measured trust among
people is high have a higher GDP than countries where trust is lower [10].

Further research is needed to show the practical usefulness of a new theory of
trust. Inparticular, thenewtheory shouldaddress newprotocol areas.For example,
it should model properties of protocols where trustees are required to maintain the
secrecyof data providedby the trustor; it shouldmodel social scams and deception;
and it should incorporate users’ mental models of trust relations.
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7.3 Promoting Cooperation in Networks of Humans and Computers

A new theory of trust should address the stability properties of trust relations.
We hypothesize that we can get better security, namely more usable security
at lower cost, with less emphasis on traditional mechanisms (e.g., isolation, re-
strictive security policies) and more reliance on system primitives that enhance
trust (e.g., deterrence against non-compliance in trust games to decrease be-
trayal aversion, recovery and resiliency mechanisms to decrease risk aversion,
and reputation-enhancement protocols to increase beliefs in others trustworthi-
ness). Furthermore, if trust is eventually shown to be self-reinforcing (e.g., high
levels of trust beget high levels of trust), then system primitives that support co-
operation/trust become very desirable. If not, acts of trusting could be sustained
by external factors; e.g., periodic administrative action that bring networks to
known levels of trust.

To test this hypothesis, we should analyze and build network primitives and
institutions (e.g., network infrastructures, protocols) that promote cooperation
between trustors and trustees. To do so, we can draw inspiration from behavioral
economics regarding the malleability of the three separate primitives that char-
acterize behavioral trust: risk aversion, betrayal aversion, and beliefs in trust-
worthiness.

Addressing all these research tasks and more would bring a tangible contri-
bution to understanding trust in today’s networks of humans and computers.
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